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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/644/2021_2022_2011_E5_B9_

B45_E6_9C_c9_644712.htm 为方便广大考生备战2011年5月19日

的雅思考试，考鸭网小编特此整理出该次雅思A类百考试题

作文的预测内容，以此辅助考生的复习。 1）In today‘s

world， it is private companies rather than government who pay for

and carry out most on scientific research. To what extent do you

think the advantages outweigh the disadvantages？ 2）The gap

between the rich and the poor is becoming much wider， the rich

richer， the poor even poorer. What problems can the situation

cause and give the solutions. 3）Today there is a great increase in

anti-social behavior and lack of respect to others. What are the

causes of this？ What measures can be taken to reduce this problem

？请访问百考试题网站http://www.100test/ 4）Some people

think that politicians have the greatest influence on the world. Other

people， however， believe that scientists have the greatest

influence. Discuss both of views and give your own opinion. 5

）Young people have different ideas and attitudes with their parents

and grandparents. What are the differences？ What problems may

be caused？ 6）Most countries want to improve standard of living

through economic development， however， others think social

value is lost as a result. Do you think the advantages of economic

development outweigh the disadvantages？ 7）The survey shows

that in many countries， the people are living longer but increased

life expectancy has many implications for the aging individuals and



for society as a whole. What are the possible effects of longer living

for individuals and society？ 8）Wearing fashionable clothes is

becoming important today. Is the attitude to wearing fashionable

clothes leading to a positive development or negative development

？百考试题在线考试中心 9）Some people think zoos are cruel

and all the zoos should be closed. However， some people think

zoos are useful to protect the rare animals. Discuss both these views

and give your own opinion？ 10） Some people think children

should obey the rules their parents and teachers set and listen to them

， but others think less control will help children to deal with their

future adult life. Discuss both views and give your own opinion. 百
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